HEADPHONE WITH ALUMINUM HEADBAND AND MICROPHONE

FEATURES
- Aluminum Headband
- 30mm Neodymium Driver
- Volume Control on Cable
- Open Type Design

DESIGNED FOR COMFORT
The HS101BK headband is designed for comfort - the open type design means minimal pressure is exerted on your ears. The 30mm Neodymium driver generates powerful volume despite its tiny size. The smooth finish shines with a lustre like appearance, energizing your conversation online.

HIGH QUALITY DESIGN
The Innovative Dual-Plug Design means only one cable and one plug for excellent flexibility. The volume control module is embedded on the cable at a distance of 53cm, perfect for you while chatting with friends or changing volume during gaming.

FUNCTIONALITY
The lightweight headset has been designed to lay flat on the chest which makes it unobtrusive when not in use.

STYLISH DESIGN
The attractive finish of the headset and the high quality sound it produces, enable you to enjoy your music wherever you are.

SPECIFICATIONS

**Speaker:**
- Dimension: 165*144*46 mm
- Acoustic System: Opened
- Magnet Type: Neodymium
- Driver Type: Dynamic
- Impedance: 20 ohm
- Sensitivity: 105 dB/mw
- Frequency Response: 20-20K Hz
- Rated Power: 20 mw
- Maximum Input Power: 200 mw

**Microphone:**
- S/N Ratio: \( \geq 58 \text{ dB} \)
- Sensitivity: \(-52 +/\ 3 \text{ dB}\)
- Sound Pressure Level: 110 dB

**Cable:**
- Connection: Double Sided
- Length: 2300 mm
- Connector: 3.5 mm Stereo